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Yikateme Sakura

Yikateme Sakura is a player character played by Kyle.

Yikateme Sakura

Species: Minkan
Gender: Female

Age: 17
Height: 5'6“
Weight: 125

Organization: Scientific Studies Service (SSS)
Occupation: Trainee

Rank:  GS-02
Current Placement: Journeymen 3

Service Record: Service Record
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6”
Mass: 125
Measurements: B

Build and Skin Color: Slender built with creamy white skin color

Eyes and Facial Features: Has almond-shaped eyes that are light green

Ears: Has Neko style ears

Hair Color and Style: Has light blue that is tied into a bun.

Distinguishing Features: None

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Sakura is a rather cautious person who takes things carefully and never rushes headlong,
she doesn't like combat or the sight of blood but can tolerate either but does get a bit nervous when
someone aim's a weapon at her though that doesn't mean she can't have a pistol on her, it just means
she has a less likelyhood of actually using it unless her life is in grave danger.

She tries rather hard not to down anyone around her, but also attempts to give praise where it's due but
can be a bit harsh when someone makes a mistake that could end up hurting either herself or those
around her.

However, her most noticable thing is her curiousity.

Likes: Rainy weather, stuffed animals, regular animals, spicy and juicy foods, exploring new places
Dislikes: Rude indivisuals, the NMX, Elysians, gunfights, large amounts of blood
Goals: Sakura hopes to someday get over her fear of blood and weapons, but to also someday find
life on another world or to perhaps own her ship

History

Family (or Creators)

Yikateme Luara - 38 - Alive Yikateme Joyaten - 35 - Dead

Pre-RP
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Sakura was born on Yamatai in YE 19, her mother was a soldier fighting for the Empire while her father
often times stayed home or worked odd jobs. It was due to this atmosphere that Sakura gradually grew
independant, as her father wasn't always around and her mother couldn't be there when she needed her
the most. While her childhood wasn't sad, it wasn't perfect either.

She loved to explore areas of Kyoto, though her cautious nature made it to where she never went to
places where she could get into serious trouble, as she didn't want her mother to get mad and scold her.
However, this often times didn't stop her from just going around the city after school ended and just
looking around and enjoying the views. While she was a school kid, she meet another student by the
name of Stewart, Raquel, a person she came to admire and follow, but also to protect after she heard
about what happened to Raquel's family.

Despite her nature, how cautious she was and how much she tried to avoid danger, it didn't serve her at
all when in YE 33 the Battle of Yamatai happened. Her mother was off fighting and her father was away,
having only recently joined the police force. She was home alone and ignored evacuation orders due to
wanting to save some of her families mementos, as she was about to leave her home something crashed
into it, burying her under the home.

When she woke up, she found she was under the house covered in debris, she could faintly hear the
sounds of weapons fire both near and far. She couldn't scream, however, as when she tried her voice
never left her mouth. Instead, she used a pipe she could and began beating it against a metal plate. It
took awhile before the sound brought someone to her, a group of soldiers who had been in the area.

It took several minutes before she was pulled from the house, but her body had been wreaked. Both of
her legs were crushed and her left arm was in equally bad shape but the worst part was that she was
slowly slipping away.

At the hospital she was transferred into the new NH-31 Minkan, but she was left to sleep for awhile
longer. When she woke up, she realized the new differences in her body. However, her ordeal hadn't
really ended, she learned through some friends that her father hadn't survived the battle and was killed
while fighting NMX.

This spurred her emotions, increasing her hatred of the NMX further than it had already. Although she
wanted to avenge her father, she knew her pacifistic nature made it impossible for her to truly take a life,
so instead she decided to do something different. Instead of joining the military, like her father had
desired her to do, she joined the SSS.

Skill Areas

Expedition

Sakura is familiar with the capabilities, setup and operation of the SSS Collapsible Rapid Deployment
Module, EM-K5 "Sagasu" Enclosed ATV, and other standard equipment. Sakura is also trained in basic SSS
field protocols, such as; setting up an encampment, working a site, artifact preservation, etc. .
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Knowledge

Sakura knows the laws and history of her nation, but also enjoys the further pursuit of such knowledge,
including knowing at least some of the laws of other nations such as Neplesia.

Physical

As Sakura was always exploring areas of Kyoto both when she was a little kid and onward, she often
found herself running around and staying in shape, rarely does she laze around, getting up early in the
morning for running and exercising. She is in top physical shape.

Survival and Military

A skill taught to her by her mother, Sakura is adept at recongizing landmarks and finding sources of food
and water.

Culinary

Because Sakura was always alone, rarely with her family around, she had to teach herself how to cook
and cook well. She loves trying out new recipes she finds, or even experimenting with new ones.

Medical and Science

Although she never reveals it, Sakura actually loves reading books related to science and medical.
Sometimes she'd spend hours after school reading a book related to medicine, othertimes it would be
science. She has a lot of different scientific and medical interests, but thanks to her self-teaching she
knows how to perform surgery on a person or how to address a round whether it's serious or light.

Vehicles

A skill taught to her by her father, who enjoyed driving her around the city. Sakura found herself driving
vehicles at a rather young age, and because of this she can drive most current civilian based vehicles but
she is always looking to expand that further.

Inventory

Yikateme Sakura has the following items:
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Clothing

Uniform

3 Tansaku Uniform
3 Sleeveless T-Shirts, in Division color
1 Utility vests
1 Fabric belts
1 Fabric caps with bill and SSS Logo
1 pair of safety boots
1 pair of leather boots
1 Leather bomber coat

Uniform insignia

SSS Logo.
Rank Pin
Ship or Expedition patch

Undergarments

4 Grey panties (Cotton) (Female only)
4 Grey bras (Cotton) (Female only)
6 pair of white boot Socks

Exercise clothes

2 Black T-Shirts (Cotton) with SSS Logo
2 Grey workout shorts
1 pair athletic shoes

1 Martial arts workout ensemble
1 Uwagi (jacket)
1 Zubon (trousers)
1 Obi (sash) in Division color

Weather Gear

1 Hooded raincoat, blue
1 Windbreaker, blue
1 Winter coat
2 Pair thermal gloves
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Equipment

1 SSS Standard Hygiene Kit
1 EM-G11 "Explorer" Field Communicator
1 Survival knife w/sheath
1 EM-G9-1A Basic Flashlight after YE 33
1 EM-G8 Type 33 Datapad
1 EM-G16-2a First Aid Kit
1 Canteen 1 liter with insulated
1 Waterproof canvas duffle bag, blue with SSS Logo

Occupational

Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31
Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1C

Weapon

Type 33C NSP, with holster
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Finances

Sakura has a SSS KS Card to access her bank account. she is a GS-02 and receives a salary of 75 KS a
week.

1 SSS KS Card

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
1500 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Yikateme Sakura
Character Owner Kyle
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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